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DIVORCE BENEFITS – THE
AMENDMENTS AND THE COCKCROFT
ADJUDICATOR DETERMINATION

A bit of history
•Pension interests on divorce prior to the amendment of
the Divorce Act, 1979 by the Divorce Amendment Act,
1989
– The interest which a spouse had in respect of benefits
which had not yet accrued “was generally not regarded
as an asset in his/her estate, or where the marriage
was in COP, as an asset in the joint estate” (see Old
Mutual v Swemmer (5) SA 373 (SCA).
– ‘pension expectations’ of a member spouse therefore
not taken into account.

The Divorce Amendment Act, 1989

•Introduced deeming provision
•S7(7)(a) of the Divorce Act “deems” a member
spouse’s “pension interest” to be an asset in his/her
estate for purposes of determining patrimonial benefits.
•Does not apply to marriages out COP entered into on
or after 1 November 1984 where COP and accrual
systems excluded (S7(7)(c)).

The Divorce Amendment Act, 1989(Cont.)

•“Pension fund” and “pension interest” for the first time
defined in Divorce Act.
– Pension interest in pension and provident funds =
member’s withdrawal benefits ito the rules of the fund
if membership would have terminated on date of
divorce on account of member’s resignation (i.e. exit
from the fund).
– Pension interest in retirement annuity fund =
member’s contribution up to date of divorce + 15.5%
interest (prescribed rate of interest ito Prescribed
Rate of Interest Act).

The Position Pre – PFA Amendment: dealing with
pension interests ito Divorce Act, as amended
S7(8)(a): the court granting a degree of divorce…
may make an order that –
– Any part of the pension interest of the member which
is due or assigned to the other party to the divorce
action, shall be paid by the fund to the other party
“when any pension benefits accrue in respect of that
member”.
– An endorsement be made in the records of the fund
that that part of the pension interest concerned is so
payable to the other party.

The Position Pre – PFA Amendment: dealing with
pension interests ito Divorce Act, as amended (Cont.)
•Any part of the pension interest may be awarded by
the court to the nonmember spouse (could be 100% as
in Swemmer case referred to).
•Narrow definition of ‘pension interest’ establishes a
method of ascertaining the value of the interest as at
date of divorce: this fixes the amount payable to the
nonmember spouse.

The Position Pre – PFA Amendment: dealing with
pension interests ito Divorce Act, as amended (Cont.)
•Payment when the pension benefit accrues to the
member
– It is “the when” that is important
– When the accrual takes place is determined by the
rules of the pension fund governing the relationship
between it and the member
– Generally depends on an employment event such as
retirement, resignation, retrenchment or dismissal.

Some of the problems
•The ‘new’ provisions in the Divorce Act gave rise to
problems and inequities as a result of the way in which
the nonmember spouse’s portion was dealt with.
•Resulted in two investigations by the South African
Law Commission and its reports of March 1995 and
June 1999 – inequities highlighted
•Clean – break principle cannot be given effect to
•No provision for the fund to be ordered to pay the non
member spouse interest or capital growth on the portion
of the pension interest allocated to the nonmember
spouse from the date of divorce to date of payment.
•Devaluation over time: considered unfair as no growth
or interest on nonmember spouse’s portion.

Some of the problems (Cont.)
•If nonmember spouse dies before accrual – benefit
not payable into his/her estate.
•Badly drafted settlement agreements or divorce orders;
noncompliance with secs 7(7) and 7(8) of Divorce Act;
funds not named or properly named – divorce order
cannot be given effect to.
•True value of member’s pension interest at DOD would
in many instances have to determined actuarially wrt
the contingencies which determine the payment of
those benefits  instead narrow definition of “pension
interest” in Divorce Act (but more practical) to fix value
at DOD.

The Pension Funds Amendment Act, 2007
•What are the changes?
•Have the changes resolved the problems or created
new ones?
•S28(b) of the Amendment Act has amended S37D of
the PFA by the addition of paragraphs (d) and (e) to
subsection (1)

The Pension Funds Amendment Act, 2007 (Cont.)

– A registered fund may:
(d) deduct from a member’s benefit or minimum
individual reserve, as the case may be, any
amount assigned from his or her pension
interest to a nonmember spouse or any other
person in terms of a valid order made by a
competent court.
(e) for the purposes of section 7(8)(a) of the
Divorce Act, 1979 (Act No. 70 of 1979), the
pension benefit referred to in that section is
deemed to accrue to the member on the date of
the court order:

The Pension Funds Amendment Act, 2007 (Cont.)

Provided that—
(i) such deduction shall be effected by the pension fund
named in the order upon receipt of the order;
(ii) such deduction shall have the effect of reducing the
accrued benefit at the date of such deduction;
(iii) the nonmember spouse shall have the option to elect that
the assigned amount be paid directly to him or her, or that
it be transferred to an approved pension fund on his or
her behalf, and such transfer or payment must take place
within 60 days of such election having been exercised;
(iv) the nonmember spouse shall not acquire the rights
of a member or beneficiary in relation to the pension fund;
(iv) the nonmember spouse shall not acquire the rights of a
member or beneficiary in relation to the pension fund; and

The Pension Funds Amendment Act, 2007 (Cont.)

(v) the nonmember spouse shall be entitled to the
accrual of interest on the assigned amount at fund
return from the expiry of the period referred to in
subparagraph (iii) until payment or transfer thereof, but
not to any other interest or growth.

The Pension Funds Amendment Act, 2007 (Cont.)

•Effect of amendment is to change “the when” i.e. when
pension benefits accrue to the member
– Position prior to amendment is still the same in that
payment of the nonmember’s share takes place when
the benefits accrue i.e. payment on accrual
– Previously benefits accrued on exit event =
determined by rules of the fund
– Now as a result of the deeming provision, benefits
accrue at date of divorce: change is that accrual is set
by legislation, no longer the rules of a fund

Issues arising out of the Amendments
•

Will deal with 3 main issues:

(1) Retrospective or not?
(2) S14 or ROT
(3) Proposed tax amendments

(1) Retrospective

or not: the burning issue

• Does the new section 37D apply to divorce orders
granted prior to its effective date of 13 September
2007?
– (1) Retroactive and Retrospective legislation defined
– (2) The Cockcroft Adjudicator determination

• Retroactive statute: operates as of a time prior to its
enactment…operates backwards. A retroactive statute
changes the law from what it was
• Retrospective statute: operates for the future only. It
is prospective, but it imposes new results in respect of a
past event; attaches new consequences for the future
to an event that took place before the statute was
enacted…changes the law from what it otherwise would
be with respect to a prior event.
[National Director of Public Prosecutions v Carolus and Others 2000
(1) SA 1127 (SCA)]

(1) Retrospectivity (Cont.)
• There is a presumption against both retroactive and
retrospective legislation – thus intention of legislature
must be clear.
• A statute is retrospective in its effect if it takes away or
impairs a vested right acquired under existing laws or
creates a new obligation or imposes a new duty or
attaches a new disability in regard to events already
past.
• What does the Cockcroft determination say?

Cockcroft v Mine Employees Pension Fund (3 October
2007)
• The crux of the determination was whether S28(b) of
the Amendment Act applies to divorce orders granted
prior to 13 September 2007.
• Q posed by Adjudicator: Does the fact that divorce
orders were granted prior to the enactment of the
legislation render it retrospective in operation? In her
view it does not.
• Her reasons:
– S28(b) of the new Act only applies wef 13 September
2007. Only from that date, is the nonmember spouse
entitled to have the divorce benefit disinvested and
paid.
– Member is not required to pay interest retrospectively
from DOD – interest only after 60 days from election =
clear and unambiguous.

Cockcroft v Mine Employees Pension Fund (cont.)

• Adjudicator concluded that S28(b) is therefore not
retrospective but prospective in operation.
• She stated that “it gives a different legal result to a set
of transaction/s (the divorce order and related pension
consequences) completed prior to 13 September 2007.
However, it does not affect the underlying concluded
transactions in any way”
•Agree with Adjudicator on this finding

Cockcroft v Mine Employees Pension Fund (cont.)

•BUT, Adjudicator went on to consider whether S28(b)
does constitute retrospective legislation.
– Looked at question of interference with vested rights:
member’s right to investment growth on nonmember
spouse’s portion
– Member has no quantifiable right, at best a ‘spes’
– Therefore no question of interference with vested
rights.
– Also looked at the fact that the position of the non
member spouse is improved considerably by the
amendment.

Cockcroft v Mine Employees Pension Fund (cont.)

•

Adjudicator referred to Kruger v President Insurance
Co. Ltd 1994 (2) SA 495 (D):
“The conclusion that a statute was intended to
operate with retrospective effect may be more
readily arrived at in a case where vested rights
would not be affected by a retrospective operation
and also where the intention of the legislature was
clearly to bestow a benefit or to effect
evenhandedness in the operation of the law.”

Cockcroft v Mine Employees Pension Fund (cont.)

• Concluded that even if wrong on prospective
application of the legislation, satisfied that legislature
intended it to apply retrospectively and presumption vs
retrospectivity trumped because intention of legislature
was clearly to rectify the previous unfair position of non
member spouses
• Unnecessary conclusion, trying to cover all bases
• Simplify uncertainty – understand amendment to
S37D as operating prospectively, same result achieved
wrt correcting unfair position in circs where intention of
legislature not clearly stated.
If Adjudicator finding on retrospectivity challenged, first
finding still stands and correct in law.
•Conclusion: Cockcroft should be applied to divorce
orders prior to 13 September 2007.

(2) S14 OR ROT
•Nonmember spouse may ito amended S37D (1)(e)(iii)
elect to transfer assigned amount to an approved
pension fund.
•Problem: conflict between amended S14 and S37D.
– Transfer ito S14 must be effected within 180 days vs
60 days from election ito S37D.

•S14 (1) of PFA refers to the transfer of business from a
registered fund
•Word “business” not defined – but business of a fund is
the provision of benefits ito its rules.
– Test is whether the benefit has accrued – if yes = no
more business of that fund in relation to the member or
beneficiary except for payment or transfer to another
fund.

(2) S14 OR ROT (cont.)
•If benefit not accrued, but still accruing – then properly
a transfer of the business of a fund.
•Exceptions to S14 transfers in PF Circular 120.
– Although para 10.1 of PF120 refers to benefit accruing
to member which entitles member to receive same in
cash or elect to transfer to another fund, seems
applicable to situation of nonmember spouse.

•If treated as withdrawal benefit, then ROT not S14
applies.
•Delays in S14 transfers (inevitably longer) would
prejudice nonmember spouse = reason why transfer
should not be ito S14 if unnecessary.

(3) Tax Amendments
•2B of 2nd Schedule to Income Tax Act
– the amount of the pension interest ordered by a court
to be paid to a nonmember spouse is deemed to
accrue to the member on the date on which the
pension interest of which that amount forms part,
accrues to the member.

•Accrual was on exit from the fund
•Member is responsible for tax at his/her average tax
rate, tax on his and hers paid on exit.
•Right to recover the amount of the tax paid on non
member spouse’s portion from former spouse ito 2B

(3) Tax Amendments (cont.)
•Revenue Laws Amendment Bill
– Previous draft provided for member to pay tax at the
time nonmember spouse’s portion paid
– Right to recover from former spouse retained
– But problem, tax would have to come out of member’s
pocket because tax could not be paid from the residual
amount of member’s pension interest because does
not accrue until exit.

•Latest draft of Revenue Laws Amendment Bill
– Released last week, 6 November 2007
– S4(1) amends S37D of PFA to allow the deduction of
the tax payable on nonmember spouse’s portion from
the member’s benefit or minimum individual reserve

(3) Tax Amendments (cont.)
– The pension benefit referred to in S7(8)(a) of the
Divorce Act and the tax payable thereon is now
deemed to accrue to the member on the date of the
court order
– Subsec (1) is deemed to come into operation on 13
September 2007

•Better but what do funds do until Tax Bill becomes
law?
•Amended S37D is now law. Funds obliged to apply law
as it stands  nonmember spouses’ benefits must be
paid within 60 days of election. If not interest is payable

(3) Tax Amendments (cont.)
•Is solution to pay nonmember spouse and park tax
amount in fund until tax amendments effected?
– Problem: if proposed tax amendments change

•Unlikely to change significantly but not ideal to act in
anticipation of legislative change.
•Apply tax laws as they stand until amendments
effected? Difficult, can only pay tax when member’s
portion accrues on exit
•Seems it may be best to await final tax amendments
and pay interest

(3) Tax Amendments (cont.)

•Tax position if nonmember spouse elects to transfer
interest to approved pension fund.
– If tax paid by member and recovered from exspouse,
no incentive to transfer to pension fund because non
member spouse taxed again on exit from that fund.
– What about social objective of encouraging saving for
retirement?
– Exspouses placed at disadvantage in securing
retirement savings if no tax incentive to transfer to
pension fund.
– Treasury has advised that the recommendation that
nonmember spouse be allowed to transfer withdrawal
amount to another fund taxfree is being considered
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